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provide an end-to-end flow-control mechanism, as we will see later. As a

result, it is rare to find situations in which any one host is continuously

pumping frames onto the network.

Finally, it is worth saying a few words about why Ethernets have been

so successful, so that we can understand the properties we should emu-

late with any LAN technology that tries to replace it. First, an Ethernet

is extremely easy to administer and maintain: There were no switches

in the original Ethernets, no routing or configuration tables to be kept

up-to-date, and it is easy to add a new host to the network. It is hard to

imagine a simpler network to administer. Second, it is inexpensive: Cable

is cheap, and the only other cost is the network adaptor on each host.

Ethernet became deeply entrenched for these reasons, and any switch-

based approach that aspired to displace it required additional investment

in infrastructure (the switches), on top of the cost of each adaptor. As

we will see in the next chapter, a switch-based technology did eventually

succeed in replacing multi-access Ethernet: switched Ethernet. Retaining

the simplicity of administration (and familiarity) was a key reason for this

success.

LAB 02:
WLAN

2.7 WIRELESS

Wireless technologies differ from wired links in some important ways,

while at the same time sharing many common properties. Like wired

links, issues of bit errors are of great concern—typically even more so due

to the unpredictable noise environment of most wireless links. Framing

and reliability also have to be addressed. Unlike wired links, power is a

big issue for wireless, especially because wireless links are often used by

small mobile devices (like phones and sensors) that have limited access to

power (e.g., a small battery). Furthermore, you can’t go blasting away at

arbitrarily high power with a radio transmitter—there are concerns about

interference with other devices and usually regulations about how much

power a device may emit at any given frequency.

Wireless media are also inherently multi-access; it’s difficult to direct

your radio transmission to just a single receiver or to avoid receiving radio

signals from any transmitter with enough power in your neighborhood.

Hence, media access control is a central issue for wireless links. And,

because it’s hard to control who receives your signal when you transmit

over the air, issues of eavesdropping may also have to be addressed.
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LAB APPENDIX A: 
Token Ring

Where Are They Now?

TOKEN RINGS

For many years, there were two main ways to build a LAN: Ethernet or token

ring. The most prevalent form of token ring was invented by IBM, and stan-

dardized as IEEE 802.5. Token rings have a number of things in common with

Ethernet: The ring behaves like a single shared medium and employs a dis-

tributed algorithm to decide which station can transmit onto that medium

at any given time, and every node on a given ring can see all the packets

transmitted by other nodes.

The most obvious difference between token ring and Ethernet is the topol-

ogy; whereas an Ethernet is a bus, the nodes in a token ring form a loop. That is,

each node is connected to a pair of neighbors, one upstream and one down-

stream. The “token” is just a special sequence of bits that circulates around

the ring; each node receives and then forwards the token. When a node that

has a frame to transmit sees the token, it takes the token off the ring (i.e., it

does not forward the special bit pattern) and instead inserts its frame into the

ring. Each node along the way simply forwards the frame, with the destina-

tion node saving a copy and forwarding the message onto the next node on

the ring. When the frame makes its way back around to the sender, this node

strips its frame off the ring (rather than continuing to forward it) and reinserts

the token. In this way, some node downstream will have the opportunity to

transmit a frame. The media access algorithm is fair in the sense that as the

token circulates around the ring, each node gets a chance to transmit. Nodes

are serviced in a round-robin fashion.

Many different variants of token rings appeared over the decades, with the

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) being one of the last to see significant

deployment. In the end, token rings lost out to the Ethernet, especially with

the advent of Ethernet switching and high-speed Ethernet variants (100-Mbit

and gigabit Ethernet).

There is a baffling assortment of different wireless technologies, each

of which makes different tradeoffs in various dimensions. One simple

way to categorize the different technologies is by the data rates they pro-

vide and how far apart communicating nodes can be. Other important

differences include which part of the electromagnetic spectrum they use

(including whether it requires a license) and how much power they con-

sume. In this section, we discuss three prominent wireless technologies:
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Table 2.4 Overview of LeadingWireless Technologies

Bluetooth (802.15.1) Wi-Fi (802.11) 3G Cellular

Typical link length 10 m 100 m Tens of kilometers

Typical data rate 2 Mbps (shared) 54 Mbps (shared) Hundreds of kbps

(per connection)

Typical use Link a peripheral Link a computer Link a mobile phone

to a computer to a wired base to a wired tower

Wired technology USB Ethernet DSL

analogy

Wi-Fi (more formally known as 802.11), Bluetoothr, and the

third-generation or “3G” family of cellular wireless standards. Table 2.4

gives an overview of these technologies and how they compare to each

other.

You may recall from Section 1.5 that bandwidth sometimes means the

width of a frequency band in hertz and sometimes the data rate of a

link. Because both these concepts come up in discussions of wireless net-

works, we’re going to use bandwidth here in its stricter sense—width of

a frequency band—and use the term data rate to describe the number of

bits per second that can be sent over the link, as in Table 2.4.

Because wireless links all share the same medium, the challenge is to

share that medium efficiently, without unduly interfering with each other.

Most of this sharing is accomplished by dividing it up along the dimen-

sions of frequency and space. Exclusive use of a particular frequency in a

particular geographic area may be allocated to an individual entity such

as a corporation. It is feasible to limit the area covered by an electromag-

netic signal because such signals weaken, or attenuate, with the distance

from their origin. To reduce the area covered by your signal, reduce the

power of your transmitter.

These allocations are typically determined by government agencies,

such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United

States. Specific bands (frequency ranges) are allocated to certain uses.

Some bands are reserved for government use. Other bands are reserved

for uses such as AM radio, FM radio, television, satellite communication,

and cellular phones. Specific frequencies within these bands are then
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licensed to individual organizations for use within certain geographical

areas. Finally, several frequency bands are set aside for license-exempt

usage—bands in which a license is not needed.

Devices that use license-exempt frequencies are still subject to certain

restrictions to make that otherwise unconstrained sharing work. Most

important of these is a limit on transmission power. This limits the range

of a signal, making it less likely to interfere with another signal. For exam-

ple, a cordless phone (a common unlicensed device) might have a range

of about 100 feet.

One idea that shows up a lot when spectrum is shared among many

devices and applications is spread spectrum. The idea behind spread

spectrum is to spread the signal over a wider frequency band, so as to

minimize the impact of interference from other devices. (Spread spec-

trum was originally designed for military use, so these “other devices”

were often attempting to jam the signal.) For example, frequency hopping

is a spread spectrum technique that involves transmitting the signal

over a random sequence of frequencies; that is, first transmitting at

one frequency, then a second, then a third, and so on. The sequence of

frequencies is not truly random but is instead computed algorithmically

by a pseudorandom number generator. The receiver uses the same algo-

rithm as the sender and initializes it with the same seed; hence, it is able

to hop frequencies in sync with the transmitter to correctly receive the

frame. This scheme reduces interference by making it unlikely that two

signals would be using the same frequency for more than the infrequent

isolated bit.

A second spread spectrum technique, called direct sequence, adds

redundancy for greater tolerance of interference. Each bit of data is repre-

sented by multiple bits in the transmitted signal so that, if some of the

transmitted bits are damaged by interference, there is usually enough

redundancy to recover the original bit. For each bit the sender wants to

transmit, it actually sends the exclusive-OR of that bit and n random bits.

As with frequency hopping, the sequence of random bits is generated by

a pseudorandom number generator known to both the sender and the

receiver. The transmitted values, known as an n-bit chipping code, spread

the signal across a frequency band that is n times wider than the frame

would have otherwise required. Figure 2.27 gives an example of a 4-bit

chipping sequence.
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Random sequence: 0100101101011001

Data stream: 1010

XOR of the two: 1011101110101001

0

0

0

1

1

1

n FIGURE 2.27 Example 4-bit chipping sequence.

Different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum have different prop-

erties, making some better suited to communication, and some less

so. For example, some can penetrate buildings and some cannot. Gov-

ernments regulate only the prime communication portion: the radio

and microwave ranges. As demand for prime spectrum increases, there

is great interest in the spectrum that is becoming available as analog

television is phased out in favor of digital.8

In many wireless networks today we observe that there are two dif-

ferent classes of endpoints. One endpoint, sometimes described as the

base station, usually has no mobility but has a wired (or at least high-

bandwidth) connection to the Internet or other networks, as shown in

Figure 2.28. The node at the other end of the link—shown here as a client

node—is often mobile and relies on its link to the base station for all of its

communication with other nodes.

Observe that in Figure 2.28 we have used a wavy pair of lines to rep-

resent the wireless “link” abstraction provided between two devices (e.g.,

between a base station and one of its client nodes). One of the interesting

aspects of wireless communication is that it naturally supports point-to-

multipoint communication, because radio waves sent by one device can

be simultaneously received by many devices. However, it is often useful to

create a point-to-point link abstraction for higher layer protocols, and we

will see examples of how this works later in this section.

Note that in Figure 2.28, communication between non-base (client)

nodes is routed via the base station. This is in spite of the fact that

radio waves emitted by one client node may well be received by other

8Thanks to advances in video coding and modulation, digital video broadcasts require

less spectrum to be allocated for each TV channel.
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Client node

Client node

Base station

Wireless “link”

between 2 nodes

Key

Wired

network

n FIGURE 2.28 A wireless network using a base station.

client nodes—the common base station model does not permit direct

communication between the client nodes.

This topology implies three qualitatively different levels of mobility.

The first level is no mobility, such as when a receiver must be in a fixed

location to receive a directional transmission from the base station. The

second level is mobility within the range of a base, as is the case with Blue-

tooth. The third level is mobility between bases, as is the case with cell

phones and Wi-Fi.

An alternative topology that is seeing increasing interest is the mesh

or ad hoc network. In a wireless mesh, nodes are peers; that is, there is

no special base station node. Messages may be forwarded via a chain of

peer nodes as long as each node is within range of the preceding node.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.29. This allows the wireless portion of a

network to extend beyond the limited range of a single radio. From the

point of view of competition between technologies, this allows a shorter-

range technology to extend its range and potentially compete with a

longer-range technology. Meshes also offer fault tolerance by providing
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Mobile node

Wireless

transmission

Mobile

node

Mobile

node

Mobile node

Mobile node

Mobile node

n FIGURE 2.29 A wireless ad hoc or mesh network.

multiple routes for a message to get from point A to point B. A mesh net-

work can be extended incrementally, with incremental costs. On the other

hand, a mesh network requires non-base nodes to have a certain level of

sophistication in their hardware and software, potentially increasing per-

unit costs and power consumption, a critical consideration for battery-

powered devices. Wireless mesh networks are of considerable research

interest (see the further reading section for some references), but they

are still in their relative infancy compared to networks with base stations.

Wireless sensor networks, another hot emerging technology, often form

wireless meshes.

Now that we have covered some of the common wireless issues, let’s

take a look at the details of a few common wireless technologies.
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2.7.1 802.11/Wi-Fi

Most readers will have used a wireless network based on the IEEE 802.11

standards, often referred to as Wi-Fi.9 Wi-Fi is technically a trademark,

owned by a trade group called the Wi-Fi Alliance, which certifies prod-

uct compliance with 802.11. Like Ethernet, 802.11 is designed for use

in a limited geographical area (homes, office buildings, campuses), and

its primary challenge is to mediate access to a shared communication

medium—in this case, signals propagating through space.

Physical Properties

802.11 defines a number of different physical layers that operate in var-

ious frequency bands and provide a range of different data rates. At the

time of writing, 802.11n provides the highest maximum data rate, topping

out at 600 Mbps.

The original 802.11 standard defined two radio-based physical layers

standards, one using frequency hopping (over 79 1-MHz-wide frequency

bandwidths) and the other using direct sequence spread spectrum (with

an 11-bit chipping sequence). Both provided data rates in the 2 Mbps

range. The physical layer standard 802.11b was added subsequently.

Using a variant of direct sequence, 802.11b provides up to 11 Mbps. These

three standards all operated in the license-exempt 2.4-GHz frequency

band of the electromagnetic spectrum. Then came 802.11a, which deliv-

ers up to 54 Mbps using a variant of FDM called orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM); 802.11a runs in the license-exempt 5-GHz

band. On one hand, this band is less used, so there is less interference. On

the other hand, there is more absorption of the signal and it is limited to

almost line of sight. 802.11g followed; 802.11g also uses OFDM, delivers

up to 54 Mbps, and is backward compatible with 802.11b (and returns to

the 2.4-GHz band).

Most recently 802.11n has appeared on the scene, with a standard

that was approved in 2009 (although pre-standard products also existed).

802.11n achieves considerable advances in maximum possible data rate

using multiple antennas and allowing greater wireless channel band-

widths. The use of multiple antennas is often called MIMO for multiple-

input, multiple-output.

9There is some debate over whether Wi-Fi stands for “wireless fidelity,” by analogy to

Hi-Fi, or whether it is just a catchy name that doesn’t stand for anything other than

802.11.
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It is common for commercial products to support more than one flavor

of 802.11; some base stations support all four variants (a,b, g, and n). This

not only ensures compatibility with any device that supports any one of

the standards but also makes it possible for two such products to choose

the highest bandwidth option for a particular environment.

It is worth noting that while all the 802.11 standards define a maxi-

mum bit rate that can be supported, they mostly support lower bit rates

as well; for example, 802.11a allows for bit rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48,

and 54 Mbps. At lower bit rates, it is easier to decode transmitted signals in

the presence of noise. Different modulation schemes are used to achieve

the various bit rates; in addition, the amount of redundant information

in the form of error-correcting codes is varied. (See Section 2.4 for

an introduction to error-detecting codes.) More redundant information

means higher resilience to bit errors at the cost of lowering the effective

data rate (since more of the transmitted bits are redundant).

The systems try to pick an optimal bit rate based on the noise environ-

ment in which they find themselves; the algorithms for bit rate selection

can be quite complex (see the Further Reading section for an example).

Interestingly, the 802.11 standards do not specify a particular approach

but leave the algorithms to the various vendors. The basic approach to

picking a bit rate is to estimate the bit error rate either by directly measur-

ing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the physical layer or by estimating

the SNR by measuring how often packets are successfully transmitted and

acknowledged. In some approaches, a sender will occasionally probe a

higher bit rate by sending one or more packets at that rate to see if it

succeeds.

Collision Avoidance

At first glance, it might seem that a wireless protocol would follow the

same algorithm as the Ethernet—wait until the link becomes idle before

transmitting and back off should a collision occur—and, to a first approxi-

mation, this is what 802.11 does. The additional complication for wireless

is that, while a node on an Ethernet receives every other node’s trans-

missions and can transmit and receive at the same time, neither of these

conditions holds for wireless nodes. This makes detection of collisions

rather more complex. The reason why wireless nodes cannot usually

transmit and receive at the same time (on the same frequency) is that

the power generated by the transmitter is much higher than any received
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A B C

n FIGURE 2.30 The hidden node problem. Although A and C are hidden from each other, their signals can collide at B.

(B’s reach is not shown.)

signal is likely to be and so swamps the receiving circuitry. The reason

why a node may not receive transmissions from another node is because

that node may be too far away or blocked by an obstacle. This situation is

a bit more complex than it first appears, as the following discussion will

illustrate.

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 2.30, where A and C are both

within range of B but not each other. Suppose both A and C want to com-

municate with B and so they each send it a frame. A and C are unaware of

each other since their signals do not carry that far. These two frames col-

lide with each other at B, but unlike an Ethernet, neither A nor C is aware

of this collision. A and C are said to be hidden nodes with respect to each

other.

A related problem, called the exposed node problem, occurs under the

circumstances illustrated in Figure 2.31, where each of the four nodes is

able to send and receive signals that reach just the nodes to its immedi-

ate left and right. For example, B can exchange frames with A and C but it

cannot reach D, while C can reach B and D but not A. Suppose B is sending

to A. Node C is aware of this communication because it hears B’s trans-

mission. It would be a mistake, however, for C to conclude that it cannot

transmit to anyone just because it can hear B’s transmission. For exam-

ple, suppose C wants to transmit to node D. This is not a problem since

C’s transmission to D will not interfere with A’s ability to receive from B. (It

would interfere with A sending to B, but B is transmitting in our example.)
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A B C D

n FIGURE 2.31 The exposed node problem. Although B and C are exposed to each other’s signals, there is no

interference if B transmits to A while C transmits to D. (A and D’s reaches are not shown.)

802.11 addresses these problems by using CSMA/CA, where the CA

stands for collision avoidance, in contrast to the collision detection of

CSMA/CD used on Ethernets. There are a few pieces to make this work.

The Carrier Sense part seems simple enough: Before sending a packet,

the transmitter checks if it can hear any other transmissions; if not, it

sends. However, because of the hidden terminal problem, just waiting for

the absence of signals from other transmitters does not guarantee that

a collision will not occur from the perspective of the receiver. For this

reason, one part of CSMA/CA is an explicit ACK from the receiver to the

sender. If the packet was successfully decoded and passed its CRC at the

receiver, the receiver sends an ACK back to the sender.

Note that if a collision does occur, it will render the entire packet

useless.10 For this reason, 802.11 adds an optional mechanism called

RTS-CTS (Ready to Send-Clear to Send). This goes some way toward

addressing the hidden terminal problem. The sender sends an RTS—

a short packet—to the intended receiver, and if that packet is received

successfully the receiver responds with another short packet, the CTS.

Even though the RTS may not have been heard by a hidden terminal, the

CTS probably will be. This effectively tells the nodes within range of the

receiver that they should not send anything for a while—the amount of

10Current research tries to recover partial packets, but that is not yet part of 802.11.
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time of the intended transmission is included in the RTS and CTS pack-

ets. After that time plus a small interval has passed, the carrier can be

assumed to be available again, and another node is free to try to send.

Of course, two nodes might detect an idle link and try to transmit an

RTS frame at the same time, causing their RTS frames to collide with each

other. The senders realize the collision has happened when they do not

receive the CTS frame after a period of time, in which case they each wait

a random amount of time before trying again. The amount of time a given

node delays is defined by an exponential backoff algorithm very much like

that used on the Ethernet (see Section 2.6.2).

After a successful RTS-CTS exchange, the sender sends its data packet

and, if all goes well, receives an ACK for that packet. In the absence of

a timely ACK, the sender will try again to request usage of the channel

again, using the same process described above. By this time, of course,

other nodes may again be trying to get access to the channel as well.

Distribution System

As described so far, 802.11 would be suitable for a network with a mesh

(ad hoc) topology, and development of an 802.11s standard for mesh

networks is nearing completion. At the current time, however, nearly all

802.11 networks use a base-station-oriented topology.

Instead of all nodes being created equal, some nodes are allowed to

roam (e.g., your laptop) and some are connected to a wired network

infrastructure. 802.11 calls these base stations access points (APs), and

they are connected to each other by a so-called distribution system.

Figure 2.32 illustrates a distribution system that connects three access

points, each of which services the nodes in some region. Each access

point operates on some channel in the appropriate frequency range, and

each AP will typically be on a different channel than its neighbors.

The details of the distribution system are not important to this

discussion—it could be an Ethernet, for example. The only important

point is that the distribution network operates at the link layer, the same

protocol layer as the wireless links. In other words, it does not depend on

any higher-level protocols (such as the network layer).

Although two nodes can communicate directly with each other if they

are within reach of each other, the idea behind this configuration is that

each node associates itself with one access point. For node A to com-

municate with node E, for example, A first sends a frame to its access
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n FIGURE 2.32 Access points connected to a distribution system.

point (AP-1), which forwards the frame across the distribution system to

AP-3, which finally transmits the frame to E. How AP-1 knew to forward

the message to AP-3 is beyond the scope of 802.11; it may have used

the bridging protocol described in the next chapter (Section 3.1.4). What

802.11 does specify is how nodes select their access points and, more

interestingly, how this algorithm works in light of nodes moving from one

cell to another.

The technique for selecting an AP is called scanning and involves the

following four steps:

1. The node sends a Probe frame.

2. All APs within reach reply with a Probe Response frame.

3. The node selects one of the access points and sends that AP an

Association Request frame.

4. The AP replies with an Association Response frame.

A node engages this protocol whenever it joins the network, as well as

when it becomes unhappy with its current AP. This might happen, for

example, because the signal from its current AP has weakened due to

the node moving away from it. Whenever a node acquires a new AP, the

new AP notifies the old AP of the change (this happens in step 4) via the

distribution system.
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n FIGURE 2.33 Node mobility.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 2.33, where node C moves from

the cell serviced by AP-1 to the cell serviced by AP-2. As it moves, it sends

Probe frames, which eventually result in Probe Response frames from

AP-2. At some point, C prefers AP-2 over AP-1, and so it associates itself

with that access point.

The mechanism just described is called active scanning since the node

is actively searching for an access point. APs also periodically send a

Beacon frame that advertises the capabilities of the access point; these

include the transmission rates supported by the AP. This is called passive

scanning, and a node can change to this AP based on the Beacon frame

simply by sending an Association Request frame back to the access point.

Frame Format

Most of the 802.11 frame format, which is depicted in Figure 2.34, is

exactly what we would expect. The frame contains the source and des-

tination node addresses, each of which is 48 bits long; up to 2312 bytes of

data; and a 32-bit CRC. The Control field contains three subfields of inter-

est (not shown): a 6-bit Type field that indicates whether the frame carries

data, is an RTS or CTS frame, or is being used by the scanning algorithm,

and a pair of 1-bit fields—called ToDS and FromDS—that are described

below.

The peculiar thing about the 802.11 frame format is that it contains

four, rather than two, addresses. How these addresses are interpreted
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n FIGURE 2.34 802.11 frame format.

depends on the settings of the ToDS and FromDS bits in the frame’s Con-

trol field. This is to account for the possibility that the frame had to be

forwarded across the distribution system, which would mean that the

original sender is not necessarily the same as the most recent transmitting

node. Similar reasoning applies to the destination address. In the simplest

case, when one node is sending directly to another, both the DS bits are 0,

Addr1 identifies the target node, and Addr2 identifies the source node. In

the most complex case, both DS bits are set to 1, indicating that the mes-

sage went from a wireless node onto the distribution system, and then

from the distribution system to another wireless node. With both bits set,

Addr1 identifies the ultimate destination, Addr2 identifies the immediate

sender (the one that forwarded the frame from the distribution system to

the ultimate destination), Addr3 identifies the intermediate destination

(the one that accepted the frame from a wireless node and forwarded it

across the distribution system), and Addr4 identifies the original source.

In terms of the example given in Figure 2.32, Addr1 corresponds to E,

Addr2 identifies AP-3, Addr3 corresponds to AP-1, and Addr4 identifies A.

2.7.2 Bluetoothr (802.15.1)

Bluetooth fills the niche of very short range communication between

mobile phones, PDAs, notebook computers, and other personal or

peripheral devices. For example, Bluetooth can be used to connect a

mobile phone to a headset or a notebook computer to a keyboard.

Roughly speaking, Bluetooth is a more convenient alternative to con-

necting two devices with a wire. In such applications, it is not necessary

to provide much range or bandwidth. This means that Bluetooth radios

can use quite low power transmission, since transmission power is one

of the main factors affecting bandwidth and range of wireless links. This

matches the target applications for Bluetooth-enabled devices—most of

them are battery powered (such as the ubiquitous phone headset) and

hence it is important that they not consume much power.11

11And who really wants a high-power radio transmitter in their ear?


